Poisons and toxins

Match the words to the sentences under the pictures. Be careful to use the correct nouns, verbs or adjectives.

destroys waste poison carcinogenic symbol toxins poisoning toxic poisonous hazardous

1 Cigarettes are ________

2 He is putting ________ in the drink

3 This is the ________ for poison

4 This factory is releasing ________ smoke

5 Their work is ________

6 The radioactive ________ is dangerous.

7 When you work with ________ you need to wear protective gear.

8 Toxic waste ________ the environment

9 Snakes' venom can be ________.
Poisons

1 carcinogenic
2 poison
3 symbol
4 toxic
5 hazardous
6 waste
7 toxins
8 destroys
9 poisonous